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Low Latency Video Conferencing by Inpainting User Image onto a Background
ABSTRACT
Users sometimes opt out of artificial (custom) backgrounds or blur effects in video
conferencing (VC) because they want to maintain the naturalness of a real background.
However, if the wireless connection is poor, video conferencing quality can suffer if sufficient
bandwidth to communicate the full video is not available. This disclosure describes techniques to
reduce the bandwidth required for transmission of video with real backgrounds by taking onetime sequential snapshots of a video conference participant’s background and with user
permission, storing the snapshot to make it available to other participants in the video
conference. During the video conference, image regions corresponding to the user’s silhouette
are transmitted while the background is rendered by using the stored snapshot.
KEYWORDS
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BACKGROUND
Users sometimes opt out of artificial (custom) backgrounds or blur effects in video
conferencing (VC) because they want to maintain the naturalness of a real background.
However, if the wireless connection is poor, video conferencing quality can suffer if sufficient
bandwidth to communicate the full video is not available. Quality issues can arise in the form of
choppy, blocky, or frozen audio or video. Even with lossy, high compression-ratio encoding that
reduces data rates, the real-time, continuous nature of streaming video places relatively high
demands on the network.
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Fig. 1: Traditional video rendering captures the entire video frame at the transmitter and
reproduces it at the receiver
Fig. 1 illustrates traditional video rendering in a video conference. The entire video frame
(102) is captured at the transmitter (signified by patches, 104, that extend throughout the frame).
The entire video frame is transmitted and reproduced at the receiver with substantial bandwidth
consumption.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to reduce the bandwidth required for transmission of
video with real backgrounds by taking one-time sequential snapshots of a video conference
participant’s background and with user permission, storing the snapshot to make it available to
other participants in the video conference. During the video conference, image regions
corresponding to the user’s silhouette are transmitted while the background is rendered by using
the stored snapshot. For example, with user permission, the background can be stored by the
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video conference service provider or other service provider and made available to participants in
the video conference.
Foreground extraction of the image region corresponding to the user’s silhouette can be
performed locally on-device. Each frame is filled opportunistically as the user moves to reveal
new background regions. For example, at the first video frame, the entire image, e.g., foreground
(user image) plus background, is transferred. From the second frame onwards, the frame is
cropped to the contours of the user’s image, and only this cropped, foreground portion is
transmitted. The background can be obtained (e.g., from the service provider) and the
combination of the foreground-plus-background can be rendered at the receiving end.

Fig. 2: Rendering in video conferencing by inpainting user’s image onto a one-time
background
Fig. 2 illustrates video rendering in a video conference by inpainting the user’s image
onto a one-time background. In contrast to traditional video rendering, the video frame is split
into a foreground comprising the user’s image (orange outline 202) and a background ( blue
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outline 204), which can be the user’s real background. The foreground is captured in real-time as
indicated by patches 206 over the foreground, which are updated at a high rate. These are
transmitted to the recipient, while the background is generated out of the sequence of previously
stored images. In this manner, bandwidth requirement can be substantially reduced without
compromising realism or the accuracy of reproduction.

Fig. 3: Background update over time
Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the update of the background of video frames with time.
The user is represented as a gray blob (302). Prior to the start of the video conference, no
background image is available. The initial frame, with frame number k=1, is sent in its entirety
enabling the service to capture and initialize the background (304). Alternatively, the user can be
requested to enable initialization of the background by temporarily moving out of the frame such
that only the background is captured. In the second frame (k=2), the user moves a bit, revealing
parts of the background (orange, 306) that weren’t available in frame k=1. Because the source
separation engine is run locally on the user's device, the newly revealed area is isolated and sent
along with the foreground patch that describes the user at their new location.
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The third frame (k=3) onwards, as the user moves, an additional patch (pink, 308) is
revealed. Similar to the second frame, the newly revealed area is encoded and transferred
alongside the foreground patch that describes the user at their new location. Note that the pixels
of the previous, orange patch that are already updated at k=2 can be excluded from the packaging
and transfer performed at k=3.
It is presumed that the background rarely changes or moves during the course of the
video conference. If the background does change, it is typically at a low frequency that is
visually indistinguishable from a static scene; in case of a frequent background change (e.g., the
user is walking), full video can be sent as a default.

Fig. 4: Low-latency video conferencing by inpainting user image onto a one-time
background
Fig. 4 illustrates low-latency video conferencing by inpainting the user’s image onto a
one-time background. User A and user B are in a video conference. While user A transmits her
video to user B, source separation (402) can run locally on the device of user A to separate the
foreground from the background. Initially, with user permission the background region is
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transferred to the video conference server (406). The foreground region (corresponding to the
image of user A) is separately transferred in real-time (continuously) to the VC server. As
mentioned earlier, the transfer of the background region is a one-time operation, such that the
data volume of the initial transfer is substantially less than that of the data volume of continuous,
full-frame transfer.
The server includes an adaptive background module (404a) and a synthesis module
(404b). With user permission, and using the one-time background image, the adaptive
background module fills in background regions as the user moves. The synthesis module stitches
the updated background with the real-time foreground. The unified (changing foreground plus
static-but-real background) frame is packaged and sent to user B. Alternatively, the static
background image can be stored, and the synthesis program can execute on the device of user B.
If so, the background image need not be transmitted repeatedly from the cloud to user B, further
reducing bandwidth consumption.
The techniques enable low-latency video communication under low bandwidth
conditions for users who want to use their real background, without compromising realism or the
accuracy of video rendering at the receiving end.
Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs, or features described herein may
enable the collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s transmitted video,
network connection quality, or a user’s preferences), and if the user is sent content or
communications from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or more ways
before it is stored or used so that personally identifiable information is removed. For example, a
user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable information can be determined
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for the user. Thus, the user may have control over what information is collected about the user,
how that information is used, and what information is provided to the user.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to reduce the bandwidth required for transmission of
video with real backgrounds by taking one-time sequential snapshots of a video conference
participant’s background and with user permission, storing the snapshot to make it available to
other participants in the video conference. During the video conference, image regions
corresponding to the user’s silhouette are transmitted while the background is rendered by using
the stored snapshot.
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